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Background: Neuropsychiatric disorders are a leading source of disability and require novel treatments
that target mechanisms of disease. As such disorders are thought to result from aberrant neuronal circuit
activity, neuromodulation approaches are of increasing interest given their potential for manipulating
circuits directly. Low intensity transcranial electrical stimulation (tES) with direct currents (transcranial
direct current stimulation, tDCS) or alternating currents (transcranial alternating current stimulation,
tACS) represent novel, safe, well-tolerated, and relatively inexpensive putative treatment modalities.
Objective: This report seeks to promote the science, technology and effective clinical applications of
these modalities, identify research challenges, and suggest approaches for addressing these needs in
order to achieve rigorous, reproducible findings that can advance clinical treatment.
Methods: The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) convened a workshop in September 2016 that
brought together experts in basic and human neuroscience, electrical stimulation biophysics and devices,
and clinical trial methods to examine the physiological mechanisms underlying tDCS/tACS, technologies
and technical strategies for optimizing stimulation protocols, and the state of the science with respect to
therapeutic applications and trial designs.
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Results: Advances in understanding mechanisms, methodological and technological improvements
(e.g., electronics, computational models to facilitate proper dosing), and improved clinical trial designs
are poised to advance rigorous, reproducible therapeutic applications of these techniques. A number of
challenges were identified and meeting participants made recommendations made to address them.
Conclusions: These recommendations align with requirements in NIMH funding opportunity announce-
ments to, among other needs, define dosimetry, demonstrate dose/response relationships, implement
rigorous blinded trial designs, employ computational modeling, and demonstrate target engagement
when testing stimulation-based interventions for the treatment of mental disorders.
Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction
Neuropsychiatric disorders are a leading source of disability that
require novel treatments targeting mechanisms of disease. Histor-
ically, the predominant focus in psychiatry has been psychophar-
macology and psychosocial treatments. As the pathophysiology of
mental disorders is poorly understood, clinical trials were often
pragmatic comparisons of new therapeutic interventions vs. pla-
cebo. By virtue of their design, clinical trials, particularly failed
trials, yielded little knowledge of mechanisms of disease. Accord-
ingly, the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) recently
adopted an experimental medicine approach to clinical trials that
uses interventions as probes of specific therapeutic targets and
disease mechanisms. NIMH funded trials now require an explicit
target, dose optimization, and demonstration of adequate target
engagement, as specified in go/no-go criteria, prior to testing
clinical efficacy [1]. This phased approach is expected to help
validate or invalidate the targets being tested and ensure that both
positive and negative trials are scientifically informative.
Disordered circuitry has been increasingly implicated in the
pathoetiology of neuropsychiatric disorders. This has increased
interest in neurostimulation approaches, given their potential for
manipulating circuits directly, either alone or by enhancing the
effects of other interventions [2]. Extending the experimental
medicine approach to these modalities has raised issues of how
best to define and optimize dose, demonstrate target engagement,
and achieve rigorous design.
In recent years, a dramatic increase in the number of studies
employing transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) to alter
brain excitability and behavior [3] has stimulated interest in
developing therapeutic applications of these techniques. tDCS is of
particular interest given its high level of safety and tolerability [4],
low cost, and portability. Because of an increased recognition of the
involvement of neural oscillations in cognition and behavioral
states [5], transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) has
attracted interest as an approach for manipulating oscillations and
synchronizing neural activity underlying cognition [6]. Ensuring
the reproducibility and veracity of research findings involving these
techniques is essential to their development for therapeutic
application [7].
To promote the development of these approaches, NIMH spon-
sored a workshop “Transcranial Electrical Stimulation (tES):
Mechanisms, Technologies and Therapeutic Applications” held on
September 29e30, 2016 at the NIH in Bethesda, Maryland. The
primary focus was on contemporary forms of low intensity elec-
trical stimulation used in research and clinical applications over the
last decadedspecifically, tDCS and tACS. The agenda was organized
around NIMH's strategic research priorities which include the
development of novel interventions for reducing the burden of
mental illness and furthering an understanding of mechanisms
through which these interventions impact behavior. An organizing
committee comprised of NIMH staff and tES experts was formed
and input fromprogramofficials in NIMH's divisions of translational
and basic research solicited to develop a list of speakers and major
themes for theworkshop. Experts in basic and clinical neuroscience,
noninvasive brain stimulation technologies, and clinical trials met
in a public forum to examine the physiological mechanisms of tDCS/
tACS, the technologies and technical strategies for optimizing
treatment protocols, and the state of the science with respect to
therapeutic applications and trial designs.
Each section of the workshop included several presentations
followed by discussion sessions during which issues raised by both
speakers and a broad audience were considered. Questions and
comments were solicited during the discussion session following
each panel from those attending in person and online via publicly
accessible videowebcast. Following this, each speakerwas invited to
submit a brief writeup reflecting his/her presentation and its dis-
cussion for consolidation into a workshop report. Discussions
focused on identifying research gaps, obstacles and opportunities,
and establishing rigor and reproducibility. A draft report was
reviewed by all authors. Issues raised went back to the larger group
of authors in an iterative process until the group reached concur-
rence on the version that was submitted for publication. This report
represents the state-of-the-science in the areas considered, iden-
tifies research challenges, and suggests avenues for addressing them.
Physiological mechanisms
The two common modalities of transcranial electrical stimula-
tion (tES) are constant current (tDCS) or charge-balanced, alter-
nating currents (tACS). The mechanisms of actions of these
modalities are likely different. tDCS is thought to affect neuronal
excitability [7,8] and the main outstanding question is how effects
extend beyond the period of stimulation, perhaps via synaptic
plasticity. tACS is thought to interact acutely with ongoing oscilla-
tory activity in the brain and the main research question is how the
stimulation parameters should be chosen to achieve optimal
efficacy and ensure that changes in oscillations persist after stim-
ulation [5,6].
Effects of tDCS on synaptic plasticity
Long term effects of tDCS have often been attributed to synaptic
plasticity. A number of human and animal studies provide support
for this hypothesis [7,9,10], but the underlying cellular mechanisms
have yet to be established. In animal studies, direct current stim-
ulation (DCS) has been shown to modulate long-term potentiation
(LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) effects on synaptic efficacy,
either by boosting ongoing plasticity (e.g., produced with specific
pulsed stimulation protocols) [11,12] or, in some reports, de novo
induction of LTP/LTD, even when applied to inactive brain slices
(10,13). What is not clear is whether such de novo non-specific ef-
fects can explain the apparently specific effects of tDCS reported in
behavioral and clinical studies [14]. tDCS can also modulate the
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efficacy of LTP when applied either concurrent with or before (pre)
the specific pulsed stimulation protocols [15e17]. However, in
these paradigms where tDCS preceded LTP induction, it is not clear
how this priming effect operates. One hypothesis is that tDCS in-
creases slow-acting brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
release [12,16,17]. The effects on LTP may also be mediated by glial
function [18]. Some DCS effects depend on the N-methyl-D-aspar-
tate (NMDA) receptor in the case of LTP [11,12,17,19] and on the
metabotropic glutamate (mGlu) receptor in the case of LTD [13]. A
similar dependence on NMDA receptor has been found for LTD-like
plasticity observed in human studies (e.g., [10,20]) although one
should be careful not to over-interpret these similarities. The net
effects of stimulation in humans are likely to have more complex
causes than what is observed in reduced animal experiments. MR
spectroscopy has documented polarity-sensitive effects of tDCS on
gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) such that anodal tDCS reduces
GABA locally, while cathodal stimulation reduces glutamatergic
activity [21]. In total, while the involvement of various signaling
pathways has been demonstrated, it is not clear exactly how elec-
tric stimulation engages synaptic signaling.
One detailed mechanistic hypothesis posits that tDCS polarizes
the cellular membrane [22], affecting LTP through the voltage-
dependent NMDA channel. Consistent with this, even brief pair-
ing of DCS with concurrent pulsed stimulation protocols can affect
LTP and LTD, with the polarity of the effect depending on the
specific neuronal compartment and stimulation protocol [11].
Contrary to some previous work (above), here tDCS was not able to
act alone, but required plasticity induction. Additional in vitro and
in vivo experiments are needed, along with computational
modeling to reconcile the apparent conflicts in the current litera-
ture and to elaborate detailed mechanistic hypotheses at the
cellular and network level. Based on the available data, the effect of
tDCS in humans is postulated to be task specific because of the need
for activation in the targeted pathway to produce synaptic modu-
lation. Thus, it is expected that the most effective tDCS in-
terventions in humans will be those that pair stimulation with a
concurrent adaptation or learning protocol.
Interaction of tACS with ongoing brain rhythms
tACS employs sine-wave stimulation waveforms motivated by
the rhythmic structure of endogenous brain activity [5,23e25]. The
resulting periodic modulation of the neuronal membrane voltage is
hypothesized to synergistically interact with the rhythmic depo-
larization associated with network oscillations in the brain. Thus,
the strongest enhancement of brain rhythms is expected for tACS
waveforms that match the frequency of the targeted endogenous
oscillation. As a corollary to this presumed mechanism of action,
tACS offers a degree of specificity in terms of target engagement by
choice of the stimulation frequency that tDCS inherently lacks.
Dynamical systems theory provides support for this mechanism of
action since it suggests that even weak time-locked periodic
stimulation can affect the rhythmic behavior of the targeted system
[26]. Indeed, animal model studies support such interaction be-
tween weak periodic fields and endogenous oscillations (e.g.,
[24,25,27]). Specifically, the so-called “Arnold tongue” [23,28,29]
predicts that if the frequencies of the endogenous activity and the
stimulation input are similar, very low stimulation amplitudes can
achieve synchronization of the system with the applied perturba-
tion [5,30]. Many tACS studies are implicitly based on this model by
using (individual) peak EEG frequencies as the stimulation fre-
quency. It is noteworthy that the Arnold tongue has yet to be
confirmed as the target engagement mechanism of tACS in exper-
imental studies in animal models and human participants [6]. Of
note, low-amplitude periodic stimulation can also enhance
oscillations at the intrinsic oscillation frequency (in addition or
instead of synchronization of the stimulation frequency). This
suggests that mechanisms other than the Arnold tongue are
involved in shaping target engagement of network oscillations by
tACS. Most importantly, the effects of stimulation are state
dependent [31,32]; in particular, the presence of a strong endoge-
nous oscillation may alter or even limit the effect of stimulation
[31e34]. Furthermore, the timing of firing of individual action po-
tentials and the modulation of rhythms coupled to the targeted




Reproducibility is critical to research. Several common technical
issues can undermine the reproducibility of tDCS effects within and
across studies, including: 1) variability in electrode location and
placement, 2) inconsistencies in electrode preparation, 3) insuffi-
cient operator training, and 4) insufficient protocol reporting. For a
comprehensive technical guide to tES, please seeWoods et al., 2016
[35]. Examples of reporting sheets for tES have been proposed
([36]; http://www.neurologie.uni-goettingen.de/downloads.html).
Electrode location and placement. Variation in location of
electrodes can result in significant differences in where and how
much current is delivered to the brain [37e40]. Nitsche and Paulus
(2000) demonstrated that differences in electrode placement
determined whether or not tDCS affected transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS)-generated motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) [40].
Numerous modeling studies have demonstrated that electrode
placement determines where stimulation occurs with results vary-
ing from stimulation of the whole brain (including brain stem and
subcortical structures) to more selective stimulation of particular
areas of cortex [37e39]. In some cases, as little as 1 cm of change in
electrode position significantly altered the distribution of predicted
current flow in the brain, as well as the intensity of stimulation in
specific brain regions [39]. Thus, careful selection of electrode sites
and stable placement of the electrodes throughout the stimulation
session is central to reproducibility of tDCS effects [35]. For repeated
studies within subjects, careful placement will help maintain con-
sistency of stimulation across time. However, the current delivered
to the scalp does not provide sufficient information about the
electric fields generated in the brain nor does careful placement of
scalp electrodes, e.g., via the 10e20 system, guarantee consistency
in the electric fields generated across subjects. (See section on
Computational models and tES dose optimization below.)
The proportional International Electrode Placement system [41]
provides a quick method for consistent placement of electrodes
across different head sizes and shapes and serves as a current
standard for placement of recording electrodes on the scalp. This
method uses a series of measurements taken from common
anatomical locations (e.g., inion, nasion, intraocular notch), applies
percentage values of the measured distance between these land-
marks (e.g., 5, 10, or 20%), and uses subsequent measurements
along a grid to identify specific locations on the head (e.g., F3, F4,
etc.). This method can take as little as a few minutes to identify a
pair of desired locations on the head.
Once these locations are identified, the electrode assemblymust
be affixed to the head for delivery of current. For tES using sponge-
covered electrodes, elastic straps are the most commonly used
head-gear for electrode placement [42]. If these straps are under- or
over-tightened, electrodes tend to move over the course of a tDCS
session. Thus, the distribution of current delivery can change over
the duration of a tDCS session [39]. This directly undermines tDCS
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replicability. Furthermore, if electrode straps are over-tightened,
there is an increased probability of evacuation of saline from the
electrode sponges [35] which may affect both efficacy and tolera-
bility [43].
Electrode preparation. Saline is the most commonly used con-
ducting contact medium (electrolyte) for delivering current to the
scalp through an electrode, typically a sponge-based electrode.
Oversaturation of the sponge, one of the most common mistakes in
tES electrode preparation, significantly undermines the reproduc-
ibility of tES application and effects [35]. When sponges are over-
saturated, saline is evacuated from the sponge and covers an area
of the scalp outside of the electrode-sponge surface area. Rather
than delivering current through a specified surface area on the scalp
under the electrode (e.g., 5 5 cm), the area of current delivery now
encompasses the entire area of the scalp that is covered in saline.
This creates an unreproducible amorphous area of current delivery
within and between subjects. This can be avoided with careful
measurement and application of saline using a plastic disposable
syringewithmL/ccmeasurements present on the syringe. Using this
method, an exact amount of saline can be delivered to the electrode
sponge and calibrated to optimize impedance but avoid evacuation
of saline from the sponge. This exact measure of saline should be
reported in manuscripts to improve reproducibility across labora-
tories [35]. Attention to the headgear used (e.g., designed for tES
rather than ad hoc straps) also helps control this phenomenon. The
use of a thick electrode conductance paste (e.g., Ten20 paste)
applied directly to the biocarbon electrodes is an alternative prep-
aration approach that avoids issues associated with saline and
oversaturation. Thickness of the application of paste should be
sufficient to not allow the electrode to directly contact the skin,
which could result in skin burns. Impedance levels1 kOhm can be
obtained consistently and maintained over several hours. However,
unlike saline, paste must be placed on the skin approximately ½
hour prior to stimulation delivery, as paste requires a longer period
of time to saturate the skin and reach appropriately low impedance
levels. Practically, High Definition (HD) approaches have been
shown to offer comparable or superior tolerability [44e47] with
unique features for sham control [48]. With regard to reproduc-
ibility, issues such as position-drift, saline-leak, and atypical skin
irritation [35,39] can also be mitigated by precise positioning of and
use of gel with HD electrodes in specialized caps equipped with
electrode holders. Ultimately, selection of contact medium and
electrode type (sponge-encased vs. HD) depends on the desired
goals and treatment targets of the study or trial, as well as the design
limitations inherent within a given application. Regardless, the ap-
proaches described above provide important considerations for
rigorous electrode preparation.
Operator training. Although tES is, in principle, a simple tech-
nique and the operation of the device is relatively easy, developing
skills to administer tES requires comprehensive, multiple-step
training. As tES has not yet been integrated into routine medical
practice, it is not included in medical graduate or postgraduate
education. Well-trained tES personnel should be proficient in the
following aspects of tES application i) the theoretical background of
tES, ii) principles and rationale of tES use in specific populations, iii)
dose, target, and stimulation protocol determination, iv) selection
of subjects, v) safety evidence and safety precautions pertaining to
tES delivery, vi) preparation and positioning of the electrodes,
preparation and operation of the tES unit, vii) outcome monitoring
and recording, including recording and reporting adverse events.
Exposing subjects to tES delivered by personnel lacking sufficient
practice and training would not be in keeping with best practices
and may significantly hinder replicability [4,35].
Protocol reporting. Insufficient reporting of protocol parame-
ters and procedures in the methods of published tES studies is
unfortunately common, reducing the potential for study replica-
tion. For studies to be reproducible across labs, authorsmust report,
at a minimum, key features of dose [49] and electrode preparation:
number of electrodes, location of electrodes and method of place-
ment, electrode size, contact medium type, amount of contact
medium applied, duration of stimulation, intensity of stimulation,
stimulation frequency/waveform, current ramp up/down period,
subject's activity during stimulation (engaged in activity vs. at rest),
and the timing of outcome assessment relative to tES [35].
Masking
Masking (aka ‘blinding’) refers to the techniques used to keep
participants and study personnel unaware of the intervention
administered. Masking is critical for avoiding observer bias and
resultant exaggeration of treatment effects. Just as placebo-
controlled trials are fundamental for proving drug effectiveness in
pharmacological research, masking both experimenters and sub-
jects to tES condition is important for establishing study validity
and preventing false positive conclusions regarding the efficacy of
tES. For tDCS/tACS interventions, placebo control generally consists
of sham stimulation inwhich an electrical current that can be felt is
applied (ramping up and down) at the beginning of a session. Due
to sensory adaptation and other unknown factors, this approach is
thought to be effective in maintaining the mask since participants
may be less likely to distinguish the active treatment from a sham
condition in which no current is delivered and no attempts at
mimicking scalp sensations are present.
A reviewwas conducted to determine the frequency with which
masking is reported in the tDCS intervention literature. Relying
upon reporting guidelines available through the Enhancing the
Quality and Transparency Of Health Research (EQUATOR) Network,
the Cochrane Collaboration tool for assessing Risk Of Bias [50], and
guidelines from the tDCS community (e.g., [35,51,52]), the review
focused on the following: utilization of a sham or other control
condition and masking of participants, tDCS administrators, as-
sessors, and raters. Binary coding (reported¼ 1, not reported¼ 0)
was used, and when a study reported upon one of the areas of
interest, details were recorded to allow for adequate description.
Of the 206 articles (published at the time of this submission)
reviewed, 84% (N¼ 173) reported using a sham or other masking
condition. Of those 173 articles, 84% reported use of the approach
suggested by Gandiga, Hummel, & Cohen [53] - an initial brief
presentation of the experimental current, though occurrence and
parameters for ramping were inconsistently reported. Other
approaches involved different combinations of duration (initial,
partial, full, intermittent), current level, opposite polarity, and/or
off-target locations or were not specified. Administrator-level
masking was reported for 39% of this study subset via device
characteristics (e.g., built-in sham capability) or low-/no-tech ap-
proaches (e.g., covering device screen). Effectiveness of these
masking approaches was assessed in 25% and 1.2% of studies at the
participant- and administrator-level, respectively. There was min-
imal reporting of masking of assessors (8%) and raters (3.4%).
Finally, despite repeated recommendations in the tDCS community
to record sensations and adverse events (AEs), only 33% of the
studies reviewed reported collection of these variables.
There remains inconsistency in the protocols used for the sham
arm including the use of one ramp up-down (e.g., 10e30 s linear
current ramp to the target intensity immediately followed by a
10e30 s linear current ramp down) at the start of stimulation, two
ramp up-downs at the start and end, or ramp up-downs random-
ized during the session [54e57]. The rate of ramp slope, peak ramp
value, and current used during the sham off-phase (which cannot
be zero if impedance is monitored and in some cases, is
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intentionally not minimized) should be reported and carefully
considered. Design and preparation of electrodes (see above) de-
termines sensation in the active and sham arms such that control
and reporting electrode details is needed for reproducibility of trial
outcomes.
We recommend the use of a masking checklist in study design,
reporting, and assessment of study validity. The checklist should
include the following items: rationale for and description of sham
condition; participant characteristics relevant to sham effective-
ness (i.e., naive/experienced, old/young); description of masking
procedures for participants, administrators, assessors, and raters;
and procedures for monitoring masking/unmasking, followed by a
report of when and for whom unmasking occurred and why. We
reiterate various EQUATOR recommendations and discourage
authors from using the uninformative terms “single blind” and
“double blind” without providing details about which individuals
were masked and how the masking was implemented. Given the
limited effectiveness of sham conditions at higher currents deliv-
ered through single electrodes, further encouraged is the devel-
opment of sham and experimental conditions that leverage high-
definition (HD)-tDCS capabilities, where the smaller electrodes
may reduce sensations and activate overall fewer receptive fields
(e.g., [58,59]), and reducing intensity delivered through these
electrodes corresponds to reductions in sensations [48]. Modeling
demonstrates that total current can be delivered across functional
sets [48,56,60,61], still delivering the intended current to brain
areas of interest while effectively reducing the voltage through a
single electrode and resultant scalp sensations. While it may not be
possible or feasible to incorporate all recommendations, this re-
view suggests that maskingmethods can be improved substantially
and that the reporting of masking efforts should increase in infor-
mation and precision. It should be noted that this is particularly
critical in single-session, crossover designs where the same subject
will be exposed to both active and sham stimulations [54,62].
Computational models and tES dose optimization
Computational models of tESdincluding tDCS, tACS, and elec-
troconvulsive therapy (ECT),dcan help to address two key issues for
rigor and reproducibility, namely spatial targeting and individuali-
zation of dosing. Regarding spatial targeting of specific brain re-
gions, tES is often rationalized based onmodulating the activity of a
specific brain region implicated in the illness, with the assumption
that stimulating this brain region will bring about desired benefits.
A majority of tES studies approach this challenge by placing a large
(compared to the brain region) electrode on a scalp location broadly
“over” the brain target. The second issue aided by computational
models is the individualization of electrode placement. A majority
of tDCS/tACS do not vary stimulation dose with the subject/patient,
which may result in varied target modulation [63]. Electroconvul-
sive therapy (ECT) typically individualizes dosage by varying the
duration and frequency of the stimulus train. However, the ECT
pulse current amplitude and pulse widthdkey determinants of the
induced stimulation strength in the braindremain fixed across
individuals. The fixed stimulus current amplitude results in differ-
ential dosing in the brain, potentially contributing to variability in
outcome [64].Without consistentmodulation of clinical targets, the
efficacy and reproducibility of tES trials may be suboptimal.
The strategies for addressing these limitations are both
doctrinal and practical. The continued use of large electrodes
placed on opposite sides of the head, which may result in current
flow through extensive volumes of the cortex and deep brain
[65,66] is encouraged by experience (e.g., positive outcomes from
prior trials) and the simplicity of using two-electrode devices (e.g.
sponges positioned with rubber straps for tDCS, or large steel disc
electrodes for ECT [35]). Relatively few studies adopt High-
Definition (HD) montages wherein arrays of smaller electrodes
can steer current during tDCS [46,67e70] and tACS [71,72] for
presumed increased focality [73]. Even with two large electrodes,
there is significant sophistication in the use and optimization of
approaches using two large electrodes either to intentionally
engage a broad network [74,75] or maximally stimulate a given
brain region without necessarily optimized focality [76e80].
Nonetheless, computational models are important to rationalize
and quantify the stated hypothesis of a tES trial. Given this ubiq-
uitous need, access to robust and simple-to-use modeling soft-
ware, including software that can automatically process imaging
data in a manner that is suited for current flow modeling, repre-
sents a gap, in contrast to the ready availability of conventional
image segmentation tools.
Over a decade, significant progress has been made in translating
computational models to practice [81,82]. With regard to model
validation, numerous studies [73,83e85] have confirmed the
general model predictions illustrated in Fig. 1–that large electrodes
produce diffuse current flow, while small electrode arrays may
yield categorical increases in focality. Notably, intracranial re-
cordings in humans demonstrate that models are fairly accurate in
predicting distribution of electric fields across the brain (with
correlation of predicted and measured fields around r¼ 0.81) [86].
Neurophysiological studies have also confirmed that individual
differences can be predicted and controlled through the use of
models [73]. In pediatric studies, computational models have sug-
gested a need for reduced stimulation intensity [38,87]. Computa-
tional models have been used to design montages to direct current
flow through lesioned brains following stroke [60]. Ongoing efforts
to increase access to computational models include basic graphical-
user interfaces (GUI) [88], packaged engineering tools [89,90], the
development of standards [91], and importantly, algorithms that
will reduce the computational burden [78] and automate image
processing for individual electric field modeling [92,93].
There are straightforward strategies for addressing remaining
gaps in translating computational models into practice: educate the
scientific community (e.g., journal and grant reviewers) regarding
the role of computational models in hypothesis-driven tES research,
support initiatives to create new tools, and promote the use of
enhanced methodology. Failure to leverage computational models
in tES research for pragmatic reasons can be addressed by providing
and enhancing access to easy-to-use computational models that can
design individualized and optimized montages for a given target
region. Continued use of ad hoc electrode montages can be justified,
for example, based on prior empirical success with a givenmontage,
but claims that prior outcomes reflect modulation of a specific brain
region may be hard to justify. “Functional targeting” [14] allows for
modulation of an active network without targeted brain current
flow, but the selection of stimulation dose should always be ratio-
nalized. Additional important innovations relate to computational
neurostimulation, where models of current flow are linked to
neuronal and, ultimately, behavioral models [94,95], and new
algorithms link neurophysiological data with stimulation strategies
(e.g., EEG-guided tES) [91,96e98]. Rising concerns about rigor and
reproducibility render the adoption of computational models
imperative, supporting consideration of when the use of conven-
tional pad or HD montages are appropriate. Uninformed and
misguided electric fields are one of the many possible causes of
variability in tDCS/tACS research [99e103] that can be readily con-
strained with the use of computational models. Importantly,
recognizing that computational models are an evolving tool to
support rational hypothesis-driven experimentation (not ends in
themselves) makes these models pivotal in enhancing the rigor and
reproducibility of tES research.
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Important questions remain about the utility of models either for
montage design for a trial or individualizing current per subject
[104]; however, these unknowns are not an excuse to not use
models to the extent practical. For example, an important challenge
is relating regional brain current flow with resulting changes in
neuronal information processing and ultimately behavior. Efforts
to bridge dose to behavior, also called computational neuro-
stimulation, are ongoing. At the moment, the (implicit) assumption
across applications using models is that brain regions respond in a
monotonic/linear fashion with local current flow (electric field) in-
tensity [105], such that increasing current delivered to a given brain
region increases efficacy regardless of brain state and disregarding
connectivity with other brain regions. Although this assumption is
increasingly challenged by dose-response studies [106,107], at a
more basic level one can assume brain regions receiving little cur-
rent flow are spared direct effects of stimulation. For all these open
questions on how to leveragemodels, they remain readily accessible
and useful tools to support hypothesis-driven trials and indeed
address questions on dose-response.
Remotely-supervised tDCS: at-home use for clinical trials
A growing number of potential clinical applications of tDCS are
under investigation. To guide optimal clinical use, trials with
repeated administration over multiple sessions are needed to un-
derstand tDCS behavioral effects. To enable trial designs with larger
sample sizes and extended treatment sessions, a protocol for
remotely-supervised or “RS” tDCS administration has been devel-
oped to meet pre-established guidelines for home use [108]. This
RS-tDCS protocol [109] provides treatment to participants at home
using real-time monitoring through videoconferencing. Procedures
include baseline screening and tolerabilty testing, followed by
training in device operation. Participants are then sent home with
study equipment for remote operation. Headgear is designed for
easy and uniform placement (currently, dorsolateral prefrontal
cortexmontage)withmarkers to guide consistent electrode location
custom-designed for self-administration. tDCS devices are pre-
programmed to deliver a preset “session” of a specific current
“dose” (or sham), activated with a one-time use code that is pro-
vided by the study technician. Extensive safety and stop criteria are
followed to prevent any adverse events or misuse, and safety and
tolerability are measured before, during, and after each session.
Stimulation can be paired with tele-rehabilitation such as cognitive
remediation via computer or other cognitive or physical exercises.
Discontinuation criteria include the experience of pain or adverse
events above a predefined intensity (e.g., seven out of 10) at any
point.
The RS-tDCS protocol has been validated for use in individuals
with mutliple sclerosis (MS) [110] and Parkinson's disease (PD)
across a wide range of ages (18e73 years) and levels of neurologic
disability, incuding those who are wheelchair-dependent, and with
the use of a caregiver-proxy for headset placement and device
Fig. 1. Common tDCS/tACS montages and corresponding simulated electric field distribution. A. M1-SO configuration: Sponge electrodes, one over left primary motor cortex,
one over the contralateral supraorbital ridge. B. Bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex configuration: Sponge electrodes over the F3 and F4 EEG sites. C. 4 1 HD-tDCS M1
configuration: High-definition electrodes, one over M1, four return electrodes surrounding the center electrode. The electric field was simulated with a current amplitude of 1mA.
Electric field simulation was performed using SimNIBS 2.0.1 [191].
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operation. In total, 624 sessions have been completed using the
RS-tDCS protocol. No session has been discontinued. Across studies,
three participants have been discontinued and one has voluntarily
withdrawn from the study resulting in an overall completion rate of
93%. The RS-tDCS protocol is safe and tolerable in both MS and PD
participants, at both 1.5 and 2.0mA stimulation intensity, and
including sham. The most common side effects reported are skin
tingling and itching.
A challenge to the uniformity of the set-up and reliance on self-
placement is the potential for slight variance in electrode location
across individuals. Further precision for electrode placement
within individuals across uses is also needed to ensure reproducible
behavioral effects. In addition, neuroimaging-based modeling of
current flow is important to inform further headset design and
checks to guide ensure location accuracy across individuals.
Remote supervision may be appropriate for clinical study of
tDCS across central nervous system disorders for varying symp-
toms, as well as for pairing with telerehabilitation. It allows for a
larger number of tDCS treatments to be administered in a study and
offers overall scalability to answer key questions concerning
appropriate and effective use. Future clinical trials may utilize this
approach to increase the rate of recruitment with faster trial
completion. Adapting the RS-tDCS protocol for use across a range of
conditions (e.g., different montages, alternate activities during or
following stimulation) will be important.
Neuroimaging in neuromodulation studies
Functional neuroimaging can be used to enhance the effec-
tiveness of stimulation and to gain new information useful for
inferring its mechanisms of action, both of which are needed to
enhance rigor and reproducibility in tES research. As described
below, the effectiveness of stimulation has been enhanced by
identifying candidate regions and networks that are involved with
specific behavioral effects and targeting these areas with tES. It has
also been suggested that imaging may be useful for addressing
individual differences in brain anatomy and function. Various
neuroimaging methods exist that can be used to examine hemo-
dynamic, electromagnetic or neurochemical changes associated
with neurostimulation at different levels of spatial and temporal
precision.
Electrical activity can be measured using electroencephalog-
raphy (EEG) and magnetic activity measured using magnetoen-
cephalography (MEG). Both are direct measures of brain activity
with sub-millisecond temporal resolution [111]. As some examples,
EEG has been used to assess changes in neural activity during the
administration of tDCS [112] and following administration of tDCS
[33,103]. tDCS modified the strength of specific event-related po-
tential (ERP) components, suggesting a change in neuro-cognitive
responses to stimuli. More in-depth comparison is needed to un-
derstand the relationship between tES effects, changes in ERPs, and
related changes in cognition.
Successful measurement of brain activity with EEG during the
application of tACS is a contentious subject with widely different
opinions. The main problem is that the signal of interest, the brain-
derived electric field measured by the EEG, is orders of magnitude
smaller than electrical artifact resulting from the stimulation. Al-
gorithms of various complexity have been devised and successfully
tested in simulations, head phantoms, and different human data-
sets [1]. Yet, none of these approaches can directly prove that the
artifact and only the artifact is removed by this process, since the
ground truth is inherently unknown. Some recent studies argue
that successful artifact removal is not feasible with the current
methods due to nonlinearities introduced by the stimulation
hardware and other biological processes such as the heartbeat [2].
Final resolution of these conflicting perspectives has not yet been
reached.
Other studies have recorded EEG before and after the adminis-
tration of tDCS [35,113], avoiding the potential problem of artifacts
induced by simultaneous tES and EEG. Findings include that stim-
ulation of the medial frontal cortex modulates EEG indices of error
monitoring [114] and that tDCS can modulate slow EEG activity
(<3Hz) [115]. EEG has also been used to optimize tDCS protocols,
such as electrode placement for tinnitus [116] and for matching
individual alpha frequencies with tACS [117]. MEG has been used to
localize tDCS effects [118] and to show changes in network acti-
vation during rest [119] and task [120] and changes in EEG fre-
quency during tACS [121]. The combination of transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS) with EEG has been utilized to probe
immediate and long-term effects of tDCS on TMS-evoked potentials
(TEPs) and brain oscillations. The TMS-EEG approach can be used to
shed light on the neurophysiological processes underlying behav-
ioral changes induced by tDCS [122].
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission to-
mography (PET) can provide information on structural, hemody-
namic and chemical changes associated with stimulation. For
example, tDCS over motor cortex has been found to alter fractional
anisotropy (FA) [123], which correlates with scores of motor func-
tion. Resting-state functional MRI (fMRI) in schizophrenia patients
receiving tDCS showed reduced connectivity of the left temporo-
parietal junction and the left anterior insula that correlated with
reductions in hallucinations [124]. A series of studies [125e127]
used results from fMRI to predict the effects of tDCS. These studies
identified the magnitude of change in BOLD fMRI responses asso-
ciated with learning to detect target objects in complex images and
then applied anodal or cathodal tDCS to regions showing the greater
changes in a separate group of participants. It was found that
applying anodal tDCS to brain regions that showed an increase in
BOLD fMRI response after training led to an acceleration of learning,
while targeting regions that reduced their response or showed no
significant changes had no effect relative to sham control stimula-
tion. Conversely, applying cathodal tDCS over regions that showed a
significantly reduced BOLD response after training also accelerated
learning on this task. When taken together, these studies suggest
that changes in BOLD fMRI associatedwith learningmay be useful in
optimizing protocols to enhance tDCS effects on learning rate and
guiding electrode placements to accelerate learning. FMRI has also
been used to show changes in the stimulated region concurrently
with tDCS [128e130]. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) with
tDCS has been performed [21,131e133] and demonstrated a variety
of neurochemical effects using different tDCS protocols. Such
neurochemical changes were also correlated with changes in
network connectivity when tES was performed in between imaging
sessions [134].
Another means by which neuroimaging could be made useful for
enhancing the effects of tDCS is by using imaging as indicators of
target engagement [1,2,30]. Examples of this include imaging changes
in EEG [30] and event related potentials [1] induced by tES that are
associated with specific cognitive effects. Another example are
newly-described methods using MRI to image current flow induced
by tES [2,3]. Given that noise and other issues inherent in these
methods can be overcome, these methods may be useful for quanti-
fying the magnitude of field effects in specific anatomical regions.
While methods for applying neuroimaging to benefit stimula-
tion such as quantifying target engagement are still being devel-
oped, this should not be used as a reason to avoid their combined
use at present. Uncertainty regarding the relationship between
neuroimaging measures and specific neural or cognitive processes
are present to some extent for all neuroimaging studies. Even given
this uncertainty, neuroimaging is useful for gaining a more
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complete understanding of the effects of stimulation on neuro-
cognitive processes. There are a variety of ways that neuroimaging
can be applied to examine the effects and mechanisms of tES and
other forms of neurostimulation. Ultimately this could lead to safer
and more effective treatments for mental illnesses.
Clinical trial design and implementation
TES has been applied at rest (without engagement in a behav-
ioral task) as amonotherapy, during tasks to augment performance,
and combined with behavioral therapies. In addition, patients may
be on concurrent pharmacotherapies whose effects on tDCS are not
known. The first approach has been applied primarily in depres-
sion, following the establishment of repetitive transcranial mag-
netic stimulation (rTMS) as a therapy for treatment-resistant
depression, also generally applied at rest. The lessons learned from
the considerable work in depression apply broadly to trials focused
on other conditions, as well as to applications of tDCS in conjunc-
tion with tasks and other therapies.
tDCS depression trials: design considerations
Neuroimaging studies have identified altered activity in brain
networks in major depressive disorder that are linked to key nodes
in prefrontal cortex [135]. A growing body of evidence suggests that
tDCS with the anode applied over the left dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex has antidepressant effects, but the overall effect size from
randomized controlled trials to date is small to moderate, with
variable findings across studies [136]. While small sample sizes
partly account for this variability, other important contributory
factors, which should be closely examined tomore accurately gauge
the efficacy of tDCS and improve the treatment approach, are pa-
tient variability, differences in tDCS treatment methods, and dif-
ferences in clinical trial design.
Patients have typically been selected for trials based on a DSM-
defined diagnosis such as major depressive disorder. While this
confers a structured evaluation of the illness being treated, the DSM
diagnostic categories, based on clusters of symptoms, are hetero-
geneous, encompassing a mix of phenotypes (e.g., for depression–
melancholic, psychotic, anxious) and genotypes. Precise charac-
terization of the individual patients and/or selection of more bio-
logically homogeneous samples would likely reduce the variability
of treatment response. For example, tDCS response may be
contingent on biological factors such as inflammatory status, level
of neuroplasticity, genetic risk (evaluated by family history or even
genotype) or, as recently found in depression, pre-treatment fron-
tal-dependent neuropsychological function [137]. Failure to ac-
count for these factors may obscure the overall treatment effect of
tDCS. Adopting a standardized approach to patient evaluation
across different centers would facilitate meta-analyses based on
individual patient data, allowing for more precise understanding of
the efficacy of tDCS in different subtypes of depression or other
disorders, identification of those patients most likely to respond,
and, perhaps, customizing the tDCS treatment approach to the in-
dividual patient.
Lastly, trial design and methodology are important factors
which can result in apparent contradictions in findings between
studies. Several trial designs can be employed to verify tDCS effects.
Open label (uncontrolled) trials are often employed in pilot studies
to test the effects of novel tDCS montages [138] or effects in
different patient populations (e.g., bipolar depression) [139,140].
Controlled trials usually employ a parallel [54] or cross-over [141]
design to compare active vs. sham tDCS. Although cross-over de-
signs are more efficient than parallel designs, they risk carry-over
effects from the active to sham condition during the trial, as well
as the risk of unmasking, and, therefore, this design should be used
with caution.
Other designs permit combining tDCS with another pharma-
cological or non-pharmacological intervention. In a factorial trial,
for instance, tDCS can be compared or combined with a pharma-
cological treatment [142]. Finally, a non-inferiority trial is the
preferred design for determining whether tDCS is at least as effi-
cacious as a standard pharmacological intervention with respect to
a specified endpoint [62]. For designs comparing tDCS vs. drugs, it is
crucial to use a double-dummy approach, i.e., participants should
receive both active interventions alongwith an appropriate placebo
for each (e.g., drug and placebo, tDCS and sham) to maintain
masking. In fact, a recent non-inferiority trial using this approach
[143] showed that tDCS was not non-inferior to the antidepressant
drug escitalopram. Secondary analyses demonstrated that escita-
lopramwas superior to tDCS and placebo and tDCS was superior to
placebo. This reflects the clinical importance of comparing tDCS not
only to a placebo but also to an active comparator.
Attrition, the premature discontinuation of participation in a
trial, is an important issue in tDCS clinical trials, as subjects may
need to return daily to the research setting to receive tDCS. Attrition
can be minimized by using flexible schedules and conceding a few
missed visits, which can be replaced after the treatment acute
phase [144]. A “run in” period can also be employed. In this
approach, participants receive a short period (one to two weeks) of
sham stimulation before the trial onset. This allows placebo-
responders and non-adherent participants to be excluded. How-
ever, the run-in approach also has some disadvantages, such as
deception (participants do not know they will receive placebo
before trial onset) and higher costs. Statistical approaches for
handling attrition include “per-protocol” (PP) and intention-to-
treat (ITT) analyses. Other approaches are “modified ITT” that
include in the analyses only participants who complete a pre-
determined number of sessions and/or the first post-baseline
assessment or those with no more than one missing, incomplete
or rescheduled visit, as used in pivotal rTMS trials (e.g., [145]).
Clinical outcomes are usually measured with standard rating
scales such as, in the case of depression, the Hamilton (HDRS) and
the Montgomery-Åsberg scales (MADRS). Clinical response is
defined as a 50% improvement from baseline to endpoint;
although remission definition has varied across studies [136]. To
ensure standardization across depression studies, cut-off points of
10 or 7 for MADRS and HDRS scales, respectively, are recom-
mended. Safety outcomes include acceptability (number of drop-
outs) [146] and presence of treatment-emergent mania
(preferentially assessed by an accepted clinical scale) [32]. Defini-
tions of treatment response will vary for other conditions, and thus
standardization or reporting outcomes as continuous or quantita-
tive may provide data with which to better understand and
improve treatment effects.
Another consideration is that there is growing evidence that
tDCS effects may take several weeks to fully manifest, as seen with
other treatments for depression. In some previous randomized
trials for depression, tDCS had significantly greater efficacy over
placebo only several weeks after the acute treatment phase, with
null or modest effects immediately after this phase [142,147]. Use of
the end of treatment or follow up score as the primary endpoint
may also account for some of the discrepancy between meta-
analyses which did [134,148] and did not [149,150] show efficacy
of tDCS. Moreover, meta-analyses of depression scores immediately
after the end of stimulation sessions did not show any efficacy of
tDCS [151,152], in contrast to those that evaluated them at the study
endpoint [136,153]. Furthermore, the placebo effects might be
greater in the initial study phase, when patients return to the clinic
and interact with the staff daily. Thus, future tDCS trials should
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include clinical assessments in the post-acute treatment phase to
enhance the detection of a tDCS versus placebo signal and to test
the durability and time course of treatment response.
Thus, it is recommended that further trials give careful attention
to patient and illness characterization, evaluation of biological
substrates which have been implicated in depressive pathophysi-
ology, stimulation parameters, and overall treatment approach, as
well as clinical trial methods, in both the design and reporting of
trials. Greater precision and consistency across researchers in these
aspects of methodology will enable the field to move beyond the
first phase of mostly small trials which overall indicate a positive
signal to fully exploring the potential of tDCS as an antidepressant
treatment.
tDCS augmentation trials
Whereas experimental and therapeutic non-invasive neuro-
modulation of the brain has historically been given at rest (without
the brain engaged in a goal-oriented manner), there has been an
increasing shift toward applying tDCS in conjunction with a task or
as a supplement to a behavioral therapy in order to augment
learning or the effects of the behavioral therapy. The distinction
here is that the use of a task provides a specific learning or behav-
ioral performance context, but is not in itself a therapy. Adminis-
trating tDCS in conjunctionwith a task is a strategy that can be used
to probe effects on relevant circuits, identify neurophysiological
correlates of behavioral effects, and identify target engagement
measures and biomarkers. Combining tDCS with a therapy seeks to
enhance the benefits of learning-based therapies, e.g., cognitive,
motor.
Task-based studies. tDCS has the potential to increase cortical
plasticity [12], which, in turn, may improve learning and the ability
of patients [154] to benefit from targeted remediation approaches.
As noted above under Mechanisms, the effects of tDCS in humans
may be task specific because of the requirement for activation of
the targeted pathway to produce synaptic modulation. However,
generalization to untrained tasks could occur [155] and requires
future investigation. Thus, the most specific and effective tDCS in-
terventions in humans may be those that pair stimulation with a
concurrent learning task. Use of a task in conjunction with stimu-
lation allows one to assess the effects on behavior and learning
[156]. Neuromodulatory effects seen on learning tasks may help
formulate clinically relevant hypotheses designed to enhance
training-based neurorehabilitation. This paradigm also provides a
basis for identifying objective neurophysiological/neuroimaging
correlates of behavioral effects, thus facilitating the identification of
mechanisms, biomarkers, and target engagement measures in
general and for clinical trials in particular, and may ultimately
provide a basis for optimizing protocols and improving treatments.
Studies of motor learning provide an exemplar of such an
approach. The serial reaction time task (SRTT) is a classic paradigm
involving the learning of complex motor sequences, which has
been used to studymechanisms of motor learning and one inwhich
the behavioral effects of tDCS have been well characterized [157].
This task is known to be affected by tDCS, albeit with mild to
moderate effect sizes [158]. The motor system physiological sig-
natures known as the Bereitschaftspotential and Motor Potential
[159] are well characterized in the EEG. The study of the power
changes of EEG oscillatory activity associated with motor activity
has also characterized these components in the frequency domain
with clearly observable signatures within the 12 Hze24Hz fre-
quency band. A variant of SRTT in which the participant is required
to follow a series of visually-cued key presses [160] necessitates the
cooperative engagement of the motor and visual systems. As such,
this variant allows investigation of the functional interactions
between motor cortex, the supplementary motor area (SMA), and
visual regions. This, in turn, provides the opportunity to study how
stimulation of one task-relevant cortical region might modulate the
activity of another functionally engaged region and their dynamic
interaction.
The SRTT has documented limitations as a behavioral model of
motor learning that have been addressed using more sophisticated
tasks like visuomotor learning. Limitations of task-based ap-
proaches used in clinical trials might include insufficient use of
double-blind designs (only 25 out of 60 published studies of tDCS
effects on motor learning in healthy adults in a recent review uti-
lized double-blind designs) [161] and failure to include positive
controls (i.e., active stimulation of control cortical regions).
Other strengths of such task-based paradigms are that they also
provide a platform for elucidating the differential neural substrates
underlying different forms of learning (i.e., use-dependent, error-
based, reinforcement, strategic learning) [149]. Such paradigms also
allow for the investigation of potential selective influences of tDCS
on specific stages of learning (online, offline, retention, consolida-
tion, reconsolidation [150]). They also provide a platform to inves-
tigate, at a cortical network-level interaction, if implementation of
multifocal tES would provide specific beneficial effects, and if so,
how. Understanding which specific stages of learning are affected
will help determine when to assess learning/behavioral outcomes
and ultimately when to assess clinical effects [148]. Thus, an
improved understanding of motor (or other) learning processes and
the tasks used to assess them, as well as generalization to untrained
tasks, is critical to determining whether tDCS can or cannot
modulate learning [162] in daily living in healthy subjects or patient
populations. Establishing predictive links from physiological
markers to behavioralmarkers and ultimately to clinical effectsmay
allow early signals to serve as surrogates.
Combined, multimodal therapies. Combined therapies are
defined here as those in which a behavioral intervention (i.e., not
drug therapy, surgery, or other neuromodulation intervention) is
the principal therapy that when combined with a second therapy
(i.e., an established tDCS protocol [4]) is expected to augment its
effects. The behavioral intervention's practice of goal-directed, re-
petitive behavior, known to endogenously activate functional
neural circuits over time, leads to sustained behavioral improve-
ment or symptom reduction, putatively augmented by the second
therapy (e.g., tDCS), which typically has transient modest effects
alone. The logic is ill-defined in the literature; however, the ratio-
nale appears to be that adaptive behavioral consequences and
reduced symptoms from each intervention alonewill be synergistic
when combined and thus provide a stronger clinical effect [163].
There is some momentum with this combined approach, indicated
by an increasing number of registered clinical trials2 and published
studies where brain stimulation is intentionally given with tem-
poral proximity to a behavioral therapy, such as cognitive-
behavioral therapy (CBT) in depression [164], working memory
training in schizophrenia [165], cognitive training in Alzheimer's
disease [166], speech/language therapy in post-stroke aphasia
[167], and physical therapies in post-stroke hemiparesis [168e171].
The notion of a simple additive effect is challenged by a number
of studies indicating an interaction effect when non-invasive neu-
romodulation (tDCS/rTMS) is followed, preceded or concurrent
with brain activation through volition or a separate neuro-
modulation protocol. For example, Siebner and colleagues showed
2 Source: clinicaltrials.gov 9/29/2016; 524 hits with the following terms; tDCS/
transcranial direct current stimulation, and; rehabilitation, cognitive behavioral
therapy, cognitive training, physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy,
motor practice, task training, balance.
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that excitatory tDCS priming (anode overM1) of 1Hz rTMS, reduced
MEP amplitude relative to baseline, while sham tDCS prior to 1Hz
rTMS showed no change in MEP amplitude. Conversely, inhibitory
tDCS priming (cathode over M1) reversed the effect, with an MEP
amplitude increase post-1Hz rTMS [172]. Giacobbe et al. reported
that tDCS can modify a motor practice effect (in hemiparesis) only
when preceding (not when given concurrently) and that the effect
was not magnified or reduced, but rather the practice effect was
transformed to a different clinically relevant effect than occurred
with practice alone [173]. Lezzi and colleagues [174] showed that
priming neuromodulation with voluntary muscle activity can
reverse the effects of both inhibitory and excitatory theta-burst
stimulation. These studies are examples of diverse lines of evi-
dence pointing toward interaction effects of cortical neuro-
modulation with synaptic cortical activity subserving behavior,
whereby both physiological and behavioral data show effect
modification. This is not an exhaustive account of the literature in
the area, but raises the possibility that interaction effects of com-
bined therapies could be accessed for superior clinical benefit, such
as greatermagnitude effect, more sustained effect, or need for fewer
treatment sessions, and thus provides an exciting and worthwhile
pursuit of optimization. These examples also indicate that effects
are not always predictable. Depending on the circumstances, the
observed effects could be increased, decreased, unchanged or
transformed. The example of Giacobbe et al. [173] also illustrates
that change may occur in unpredicted variables and may or not be
clinically advantageous. Thus, sampling a range of clinically relevant
variables would be important in systematic optimization trials.
In order to systematically approach the scientific evaluation of
combination therapies, the working space should be defined. This
would include well-defined stimulation parameters [49], a well-
defined and reproducible behavioral intervention, and a well-
characterized and (ideally) homogenous patient group. The details
of the relationship of neuromodulation to the behavioral therapy
should also be considered in the experimental design and reported
[175]. Given that inter-individual variability in response to neuro-
modulation is a clear issue [176,177], it is possible that mean group
differences may not show an effect, but that careful patient char-
acterization may identify predictors (e.g. genotype, clinical history,
prior neuromodulation exposure, brain-state, clinical status), and a
host of currently unknown features that will become evident with
more study. It is also becoming clearer that approaches and results
derived from the healthy brain may not translate to disease states.
Despite knowledge of poor tDCS targeting to date, uncontrolled
environmental and state-dependency factors, and a limited
understanding of all the sources of individual differences, avail-
able evidence indicates some effectiveness for tDCS (for reviews
in Neurology; https://paperpile.com/c/QniLBm/QanOþUbpw
[178,179]) and Psychiatry [180]. While there are likely insuffi-
cient data available for reasonable meta-analyses of combined
therapies or an evaluation of the relative merits of combined in-
terventions versus those employing independent treatments, the
early studies of combined therapies look promising.
Future aims include reduced publication bias, publication of
negative results of well-designed studies, reproduction of study
findings where possible, mechanistic studies and rationale based
on underlying circuitry abnormality, use of imaging and compu-
tational models to select the optimal targets, and investigations of
treatment response per disease state and conditions. With further
refinements, goals are (1) to establish predictive biomarkers of
treatment response such that prescriptive treatment algorithms
can be developed and (2) to optimize protocols for greater indi-
vidual andmore consistent effects (less inter-individual variability).
As the effects of tDCS are harnessed to augment behavioral thera-
pies, vigilance in monitoring, interpreting, and reporting potential
maladaptive plasticity effects (e.g., migraine, dystonia, spasticity) is
needed in addition to general adverse event reporting.
tACS trials: targeting brain oscillations
In contrast to the case of tDCS, only a few clinical trials studying
tACS have been performed. The rationale for the use of tACS to
achieve therapeutic benefits derives from the growing under-
standing of how specific changes in (cortical) network oscillations
relate to disorders such as schizophrenia and depression [181]. The
vast literature of electroencephalography (EEG) and, to a smaller
extent, also magnetoencephalography (MEG) delineate treatment
targets, where “target” is defined as a specific temporal activity
structure, commonly a change in oscillatory power or frequency at
a specific location or a change in functional interaction between
two sites. tACS therefore may have the potential to transform our
body of knowledge about brain dynamics in disease states into an
actionable map of treatment targets. Yet, it is not known if and how
pathologically altered networks respond to stimulation, since the
study of mechanism has almost exclusively focused on “intact”
networks and healthy control participants.
As with tDCS, for tACS to become a clinically useful therapy, it
needs to induce sustained changes. Likely, some type of treatment
schedule with multiple treatments and perhaps additional main-
tenance sessions may be required. Despite some evidence for out-
lasting effects of tACS on the order of magnitude of minutes and
hours [182], longer-lasting changes have yet to be studied. For the
case of tACS to directly target cortical networks, no results are
available based on reports in clinicaltrials.org (at the time of this
submission). Several ongoing studies in the group of one of the
authors (FF) aim to demonstrate target engagement in psychiatric
patient populations and improvements in symptoms, including in
patients with major depressive disorder (NCT02339285) and
schizophrenia (NCT02360228).2 Importantly, these studies are
randomized clinical trials for which the stimulation condition is
masked for all participants, study personnel, and investigators. As
with tDCS, these studies include a placebo arm (“sham stimula-
tion”), which consists of a brief epoch of stimulation to mimic the
initial skin sensation during stimulation, Yet, it is unclear if masking
of tACS is successful, in particular for electrode montages that
include frontal electrodes that tend to trigger phosphenes via
stimulation of the optic nerve.
It can be expected that the number of tACS clinical trials will
rapidly grow, particularly in the domain of psychiatric illnesses
given the limitations ofmedication therapies. It will be crucial to (1)
advance in parallel mechanistic work to further refine the currently
very basic target engagement strategies, (2) advance the develop-
ment of the next generation of tACS that will employ feedback
based on EEG signals to provide personalized and adaptive stimu-
lation [183], and (3) develop and disseminate device technology
that enables high-quality double-blind trials to ensure the field
avoids some of the typical pitfalls of a rapidly growing field.
Transparency
Several common practices limit transparency. There is an under-
reporting of negative effect studies [161] due to publication bias
[153,184]. Failure to distinguish exploratory (hypothesis-gener-
ating) versus confirmatory (hypothesis-driven) research can result
in inappropriate claims. Exploratory studies suggest trends and
provide data for prospective power analyses. Hypothesis-driven,
confirmatory research, strengthened by preregistration [185], per-
mits conclusions regarding particular effects. Few studies prereg-
ister their hypotheses, design, data analyses, and power analyses,
although NIMH now requires all clinical trials to be preregistered at
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clinicaltrials.gov (please see NIMH Support of Clinical Trials section
below for further details). It would be important that future studies
state in their Methods sections the exploratory (hypothesis-
generating) or hypothesis-driven (confirmatory) characteristics of
the methodology and design. More emphasis should be placed on a
detailed description of methods (encompassing all relevant infor-
mation to enable experimental replication, which includes
computational modeling of induced currents in the target, in non-
target regions, and the target-to-nontarget ratio which is a measure
of focality of the stimulation). To ease reporting and reviewing, as
well as to improve efforts to evaluate reproducibility, reporting
checklists might be encouraged.
The field could improve substantially with the use of post-
publication open data repositories. Data sharing can help provide
a more complete record of parameters used in data acquisition,
provide data for secondary analyses that add value to publications
resulting from primary analyses, and allow for re-analyses using
novel or alternate analytic tools. Data sharing may allow data to be
combined or more directly compared across projects, thus clari-
fying how robust or reproducible findings are across platforms.
Sources of disparate or variable findings might be examined across
or within datasets.
The NIMH Data Archive (https://data-archive.nimh.nih.gov) is
one such resource available to support data sharing [186]. Current
expectations are that all NIMH-supported clinical research studies
(not only clinical trials) will deposit and share data through this
resource. The National Institutes of Health (NIH) espouses the
sharing and reporting of the results of clinical trials [187] and
several NIH initiatives (e.g., Brain Research through Advancing
Innovative Neurotechnologies, BRAIN) have focused on data stan-
dards and sharing. The recent passage by Congress of the 21st
Century Cures Act allows the NIH Director to require that data from
NIH-supported research be shared [188]. While the sociology of
science has at times resisted data sharing efforts, a culture-shift
seems to be occurring with the development of bioinformatics
and “big data” initiatives and emerging shared databases [189].
NIMH support of clinical trials
NIMH supports human device research ranging from exploratory
biomarker discovery studies to the pivotal device trials required for
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval. The requirements
and goals of recently-issued NIMH funding opportunity announce-
ments are based on an experimental medicine approach to clinical
trials and address the need for clearly defined targets, dosimetry,
and measures of target engagement. Applications must include a
complete description of the delivered dose based on computational
modeling of the electric-field (for example, Fig. 1). Additionally, the
spatial and temporal parameters, as well as the context of dose
delivery (context here means brain state at the time of stimulation,
which may be resting or may involve active engagement with a
cognitive task or psychosocial intervention), must be specified and a
thorough description of the sham condition (demonstrating both its
plausibility and its biological inactivity) included. These re-
quirements will focus research on both stimulation-dependent and
network-activity-dependent aspects of delivered dosage. Ulti-
mately, the goal is to achieve rigorous, reproducible, and informative
findings that support impactful device-based interventions.
NIH has recently begun to enforce a wider definition of clinical
trials: “A research study in which one or more human subjects are
prospectively assigned to one or more interventions (which may
include placebo or other control) to evaluate the effects of those
interventions on health-related biomedical or behavioral out-
comes.” Many (if not most) studies with human subjects that were
not previously considered clinical trials will now be so classified.
Applicants are encouraged to explore material online (https://
grants.nih.gov/policy/clinical-trials/definition.htm) and highly
encouraged to reach out to program staff to determine the nature of
their study. As part of this of this oversight, clinical trials will be
required to register at clinicaltrials.gov. This will enforce pre-
registration of study details which will encourage the publication
of null results [190] and increase reproducibility.
Conclusions
Clinical applications of tES remain at an early stage of devel-
opment. Advances in understanding mechanisms, biomarkers of
responsiveness, and technology (electronics, montages supported
by computational models) are helping to inform protocols and
therapeutic applications, but many needs remain.
Therapeutic use must be grounded in an improved under-
standing of physiological mechanisms at multiple levels. A broad
approach spanning model systems to computer simulations to
in vivo human trials is needed for rational design, target identifi-
cation, and engagement to validation. Individual variability in
response needs to be understood at multiple levels, including
anatomy, physiology, and genetic heterogeneity. Methods are
needed for individualized dosing, particularly in the absence of a
motor threshold, as available in TMS. Improved masking and
monitoring of masking of subjects and staff are needed, as are
validation of sham interventions as biologically inactive. Tools for
selectingmontages and stimulation parameters and for more direct
measurement of currents in the brain are needed. As stimulation is
increasingly combined with cognitive or behavioral interventions,
guidelines for determining the optimal timing in multimodal in-
terventions (e.g., online, offline, pre-priming, etc.) would be
helpful. Well-rationalized outcome measures should span the
levels of physiology, behavior and clinical effects. Optimal measures
of target engagement must be defined for various applications.
Reporting standards for publications are needed to provide the
level of reporting needed to achieve reproducibility. Transparency
can be achieved by prospective registration of trials, including data
analytic plans, and providing access to raw individual-level data
through data repositories. Progress in these areas promises to
advance therapeutic applications of these methods.
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